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Objective: The coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) pandemic has posed a major

threat to pregnant women’s mental health. This study aimed to characterize the patterns

of perceived stress in pregnant Chinese women during the COVID-19 pandemic, to

examine the profile differences on anxiety and resilience, and to investigate whether the

differences in these profiles on anxiety were mediated by resilience.

Methods: From February 28, 2020 to April 26, 2020, a sample of 2,116 pregnant

Chinese women who participated in online crisis interventions completed an online

self-reporting questionnaire assessing their demographic characteristics, perceived

stress, resilience, and anxiety.

Results: Latent profile analysis (LPA) on two stress dimensions [perceived helplessness

(HEL) and perceived self-efficacy (SEL)] indicated four perceived stress profiles: adaptive

(33.7% of the sample), resistant (44.6%), insensitive (19.1%), and sensitive (2.6%). The

women with both adaptive and insensitive profiles had the lowest levels of anxiety,

whereas thosewith the resistant profile had the lowest levels of resilience. Multicategorical

mediation analysis showed that resilience partially mediated the differences in the

pregnant women’s anxiety between the adaptive/insensitive and resistant profile.

Conclusion: This study showed the heterogeneity in the perceived stress patterns of

pregnant women during the COVID-19 pandemic, revealing the internal mechanisms

of pregnant women’s anxiety using a person-centered approach, and provided initial

evidence guiding the development of differentiated stress interventions to alleviate

pregnant women’s anxiety during the pandemic.
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INTRODUCTION

Since late December 2019, a novel coronavirus disease 2019
(COVID-19) has spread rapidly in China and between countries,
with high morbidity and mortality rates. It was declared as a
global pandemic by the WHO on March 11, 2020. Emerging
evidence from around the world suggests that pregnant women
during the COVID-19 pandemic are experiencing elevated
anxiety (Berthelot et al., 2020; Preis et al., 2020a; Wu et al., 2020),
a well-documented risk factor during pregnancy for adverse
obstetric and neonatal outcomes (Stein et al., 2014; Vollrath
et al., 2016; Hasanjanzadeh and Faramarzi, 2017). During the
initial phase of the COVID-19 outbreak in China, pregnant
women reported higher levels of anxiety after the announcement
of human-to-human transmission (Wu et al., 2020). A meta-
analysis showed that the prevalence rate of anxiety among
pregnant women during the COVID-19 pandemic was 37% (95%
CI: 25–49%) (Yan et al., 2020). To date, approximately 20% of
pregnant women in China have suffered from anxiety (Ding
et al., 2021; Jiang et al., 2021) and 43.3% of pregnant women
in the USA experience moderate-to-severe anxiety (Preis et al.,
2020a). Additionally, in Iran, approximately 21% of pregnant
women reported pregnancy-related anxiety (Hamzehgardeshi
et al., 2021) and the same percentage of women in the third
trimester of pregnancy had severe health anxiety (Saadati et al.,
2021). Anxiety among pregnant women during the global
pandemic should be one of the priorities of public health.

Anxiety among pregnant women may be affected by the
COVID-19 pandemic due to their perceived stress (Preis
et al., 2020a; Romero-Gonzalez et al., 2021). Perceived stress is
experiencing distress while responding to stressors. Cumulative
evidence (e.g., Hewitt et al., 1992; Martin et al., 1995; Leung
et al., 2010; Taylor, 2015) has indicated that perceived stress
is a multidimensional construct containing two dimensions:
perceived helplessness (HEL; also known as “negative feelings”
and “perceived distress”) and perceived self-efficacy (SEL; also
known as “positive feelings” and “perceived coping ability”).
The former refers to negative affective reactions and general
distress, whereas the latter refers to the perception of an ability
to cope with existing stressors. In terms of COVID-19, the
perceived stress of pregnant women highlights the extent to
which they believe they can control unexpected or difficult events
or emotions resulting from the pandemic, such as quarantine and
social distancing precautions, the uncertainty of viral infection,
the lack of social support (Ding et al., 2021; Hamzehgardeshi
et al., 2021), and their preparedness stress and perinatal infection
stress (Preis et al., 2020b).

Research on the relation between perceived stress and
anxiety among pregnant women during the COVID-19
pandemic overwhelmingly took a variable-centered approach
that overlooked individual differences (e.g., Preis et al., 2020a;
Romero-Gonzalez et al., 2021). Although some studies have
found that bothHEL and SEL can predict psychological problems
(e.g., depression; Hewitt et al., 1992), others have found that
HEL but not SEL is related to psychological problems (Martin
et al., 1995). One reason for this inconsistent pattern is the
heterogeneous distribution of the study samples. “Adaptability

and resistance to stress are fundamental prerequisites for
life” (Selye, 1950). Pregnant women may have adaptive or
resistant responses to stressors during the COVID-19 pandemic.
Meanwhile, because of individual differences in stress sensitivity
(Zubin and Spring, 1977), some pregnant women may be stress
sensitive (i.e., responding to stress with heightened levels of
negative emotions) and some others may be stress insensitive.
Accordingly, the perceived stress of pregnant women associated
with the pandemic may be clustered according to different
dimensions (i.e., HEL and SEL). To explore the patterns or
profiles of the combination of HEL and SEL among pregnant
women during the COVID-19 pandemic and how the patterns
predict anxiety among pregnant women, a person-centered
analysis approach was adopted in the current study.

As a person-centered analysis technique, the latent profile
analysis (LPA) groups individuals into latent classes or profiles or
subgroups according to the correlations on continuous variables.
The LPA results reveal a typical co-occurrence of HEL and
SEL among subgroups, which makes it possible to identify
the patterns of pregnant women’s perceived stress during the
COVID-19 pandemic. This understanding can then be used to
recognize the group to which each pregnant woman belongs and
in turn to guide appropriate intervention efforts aimed at each
group’s unique needs rather than the target variables.

A few studies have explored the profiles of perceived stress
(e.g., Berlin et al., 2012; Liao et al., 2018; Langford et al., 2019)
using LPA. Most of these studies focused on how individuals
evaluated different stressors rather than using a global stress
appraisal. “Low stress” (Berlin et al., 2012) or “ordinary” (Liao
et al., 2018) or “normative” (Langford et al., 2019) profiles
characterized by relatively low levels of perceived stress indicators
have been consistently identified from a prior work. One study
conducted by Fernández et al. (2020) identified three latent
classes of psychological distress associated with COVID-19
quarantine among Argentine volunteers. The majority of the
individuals could be classified into mild (40.9%) and severe
classes (41.0%). To our knowledge, no study has examined
the perceived stress profile of pregnant women using LPA.
Meanwhile, although the evidence has shown that there are
differences in depression levels among different perceived stress
profiles (Liao et al., 2018), it is still not clear whether there are
differences in anxiety among different perceived stress profiles of
pregnant women exposed to the COVID-19 epidemic.

Resilience is a “dynamic process encompassing positive
adaptation within the context of significant adversity” (Luthar
et al., 2000). Many personal abilities and traits, such as optimism
(Connor and Davidson, 2003) and tenacity (Rutter, 1985),
are associated with resilience. There is no comprehensive
and unifying theoretical framework in the field of resilience
research, and the causal trajectory is controversial (Fletcher and
Sarkar, 2013). Some cross-sectional studies have investigated
the mediating role (questions of “how”; e.g., Tam et al., 2020),
moderating role (questions of “when”; e.g., Tsourtos et al.,
2019), or both roles (Anyan and Hjemdal, 2016; Ma et al.,
2019) of resilience in the relation between stress and psychiatric
symptoms. The mediating role of resilience between stress and
anxiety symptoms has been proven, but the moderating role of
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resilience is uncertain. For example, Ma et al. (2019) found that
resilience was both a mediator and a modifier of the association
between stress and prenatal anxiety. Anyan and Hjemdal (2016)
found that resilience partially mediated the relation between
stress and symptoms of anxiety. However, it did not moderate
the influence of stress on symptoms of anxiety.

The compensatory model of resilience (Zimmerman et al.,
1998; Zimmerman and Brenner, 2010) holds that the direct
effects of resilience counterbalance the direct negative effects
of risk factors such as stress, which suggests a mediating role
of resilience between stress and anxiety. Empirical studies have
indicated that individuals respond to different life experiences
with varying degrees of resilience (Waller, 2001). Stress can
have an adverse impact on an individual’s resilience (Bonanno
and Mancini, 2008), and more experience with adversities is
associated with lower resilience among pregnant and postpartum
women (Harville et al., 2010). Meanwhile, a meta-analysis
revealed that resilience is negatively associated with psychiatric
symptoms (e.g., anxiety; Hu et al., 2015). Based on the
compensatory model of resilience and the empirical evidence
linking stress, resilience, and anxiety symptoms, this study
concentrates on the mediating role of resilience between the
perceived stress and symptoms of anxiety (i.e., how does the
perceived stress result in symptoms of anxiety via resilience?)
among pregnant women during the COVID-19 pandemic.
Pregnant women with high resilience showed lower levels of
psychological distress during the COVID-19 pandemic (Chasson
et al., 2020). However, whether group differences in perceived
stress profiles on pregnant women’s anxiety during the COVID-
19 pandemic were mediated by resilience has not yet been
specifically investigated.

The present study aimed to identify integrative stress profiles
consisting of two perceived stress dimensions and to explore
the relationship among stress profiles, resilience, and anxiety
of pregnant Chinese women using LPA during the COVID-19
pandemic. We hypothesized that (1) there may be perceived
stress profiles reflecting different combinations of HEL and SEL.
We employed an exploratory approach and therefore made
no hypothesis about the number of perceived stress profiles.
(2) There were significant differences in anxiety and resilience
among the different stress profiles. Profiles with lower HEL
have lower levels of anxiety and higher levels of resilience. (3)
Resilience would mediate the effect of stress profile differences on
anxiety. That is, the differences in anxiety between a profile with
lower HEL and other profiles could be explained by the former
group’s higher resilience.

METHODS

Participants and Procedures
This study is part of a WeChat psychological crisis intervention
program initiated by the Institute of Psychology, Chinese
Academy of Sciences, that aimed to help pregnant Chinese
women cope with stress during the COVID-19 pandemic.
Pregnant women who attended regular examinations at medical
institutions in Wuhan, Beijing, Lanzhou, and other cities of
China were recruited to scan the QR code generated by an

online survey platform to complete the survey. The inclusion
criteria were at all stages of pregnancy, more than 18 years
old, being able to read and write in Chinese and no infection
with COVID-19. Pregnant women with a history of mental
illness were excluded from the study (n = 7). Pregnant women
participated voluntarily in this study and provided an informed
consent between February 28, 2020 and April 26, 2020. Ethics
approval for the study was obtained from the Institutional Review
Board of Institute of Psychology, Chinese Academy of Sciences.

Measurements
Perceived Stress
A 10-item Perceived Stress Scale (PSS-10) was used to assess
persons’ perceptions of situations in their life in terms of
uncontrollability, unpredictability, and overload (Cohen et al.,
1983; Cohen and Williamson, 1988). It was divided into two
dimensions: HEL (items 1, 2, 3, 6, 9, and 10) and SEL (items 4, 5,
7, and 8, reverse scoring) (Leung et al., 2010; Taylor, 2015). The
items were rated on a five-point Likert scale from 0 (“never”) to 4
(“very often”). Higher scores on these two dimensions indicated
a higher negative emotion perception and a stronger sense of
an inability to cope with stress. This scale has been validated
among pregnant women (Monique et al., 2010). In this study, the
Cronbach’s α was 0.85.

Resilience
A 10-item Connor-Davidson resilience scale (CD-RISC) was
applied to assess the adaptability to stress (Connor and Davidson,
2003; Campbell-Sills and Stein, 2007). The 10-item CD-RISC is a
unidimensional scale rated on a five-point Likert scale ranging
from 0 (“not true at all”) to 4 (“true nearly all of the time”). The
10-item CD-RISC has been validated among pregnant women
(Levey et al., 2019). In this study, the Cronbach’s α was 0.96.

Anxiety
A seven-item Generalized Anxiety Disorder scale (GAD-7) was
used to measure the severity of anxiety symptoms, with a four-
point Likert scale response ranging from 0 (“almost never”) to
3 (“almost always”). GAD-7 was initially developed for screening
the generalized anxiety disorder (GAD) and assessing the severity
of symptoms in a primary care patient sample (Spitzer et al.,
2006). It has also been validated or used for assessing anxiety
symptoms in the general population (Löwe et al., 2008; Solomou
and Constantinidou, 2020), patients with cancer (Lundt and
Jentschke, 2019), and pregnant women (e.g., Barthel et al., 2014;
Rosenthal et al., 2015). Internal consistency was obtained as
satisfactory in this study (Cronbach’s α = 0.92).

Statistical Analysis
SPSS 25.0 and Mplus 7.0 were used in the analyses. First,
descriptive statistics and Pearson correlation analysis for all of the
variables were applied. Second, LPA was utilized to identify latent
stress profiles according to HEL and SEL. The one- to six-class
groups were applied and compared based on a set of fit statistics.
A good model fit is indicated by (1) lower comparative values of
the Akaike information criteria (AIC), the Bayesian information
(BIC), and the adjusted BIC (ABIC) values, as well as higher
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values of entropy with numbers closer to 1; (2) a significant Lo-
Mendell-Rubin likelihood ratio test (LMR LR) and the Vuong-
Lo-Mendell-Rubin test (VLMR). Third, after determining the
best class solution, univariate ANOVAs and post-hoc tests were
applied to compare the differences among the stress profiles with
respect to the two stress dimensions and resilience and anxiety.

Following Hayes and Preacher (2014), a multicategorical
mediating model was constructed through structural equation
modeling (SEM) to investigate whether the differences among the
perceived stress profiles (multicategorical variables) on anxiety
(latent variable, the measured indicators were seven items of
GAD-7) could be explained by resilience (latent variable, the
measured indicators were five parcels of items of CD-RISC).
The criteria for good model fit indices for SEM were as follows:
χ2/df ≤ 5.000, comparative fit index (CFI), Tucker–Lewis index
(TLI) ≥ 0.900, standardized root mean square residual (SRMR)
≤ 0.080, and root mean square error of approximation (RMSEA)
≤ 0.080 (Kline, 2011; Hoyle, 2012).

RESULTS

Sample Description
The final participants included 2,116 pregnant women whose
average age was 30.24 years old (SD = 3.97, range = 19–47
years). Among the participants, 22.7% were in the first trimester,
23.8% in the second trimester, and 53.5% in the third trimester.
The majority of participants were married (98.2%) and of Han
nationality (95.8%). In terms of geography, 38.5% were from
Beijing, 32.7% were from Hubei (among them, 99.1% were from
Wuhan), 25.6% were from Gansu, 2.4% were from Hebei, and
0.8% were from the other provinces in China. Regarding their
education levels, 11% had completed graduate studies or above,

TABLE 1 | Descriptive statistics and correlation matrix of all variables.

M SD 1 2 3

1 HEL 1.104 0.820 –

2 SEL 1.752 1.131 −0.274*** –

3 Resilience 2.989 0.790 −0.299*** −0.266*** –

4 Anxiety 0.350 0.472 0.581*** 0.010 −0.371***

HEL, perceived helplessness; SEL, perceived self-efficacy. ***p < 0.001.

44.1% had completed university, 28.7% had completed junior
college, and 16.2% had completed senior high school or less. In
terms of economic status, 12.6% of the participants’ annual family
income exceeded 300,000 RMB, and 31.24% of the participants’
annual family income was <80,000 RMB. A total of 17.63% of
the sample reported to have pregnancy complications.

Descriptive Statistics
Means, SDs, and correlations for all of the variables are presented
in Table 1. The results showed that anxiety was positively
associated with HEL (p < 0.001) but not related to SEL (p >

0.05). Resilience was negatively associated with HEL, SEL, and
anxiety (p < 0.001).

Perceived Stress Profiles
The fit indices of the six LPA models are reported in Table 2. The
four-profile model had lower AIC, BIC, and ABIC values than
the three-profile model and had significant values of p for LMR
LR and VLMR. The five-profile model had significant values of p
for LMR LR and VLMR, and lower AIC, BIC, and ABIC values
than the four-profile model, but the downtrend of AIC, BIC, and
ABIC became slow, and the entropy was less than that of the four-
profile model. In addition, considering the simplicity and relative
distinguishability of the model, we chose the four-profile solution
as the final model.

Figure 1 and Table 3 summarize the characteristics of the four
stress profiles identified using standardized scores. The profiles
differed from one another with respect to the two perceived
stress dimensions, characterized by low HEL/low SEL, high
HEL/moderate SEL, low HEL/high SEL, and very high HEL/low
SEL. We labeled them as adaptive (33.7%), resistant (44.6%),
insensitive (19.1%), and sensitive (2.6%).

Profile Differences in Resilience and
Anxiety
The differences in resilience and anxiety among the four profiles
were examined by using ANOVAs. The adaptive profile had
the highest resilience. The insensitive and sensitive profile had
middle-level resilience. The resistant profile had the lowest
resilience. The profiles also differed overall in terms of anxiety.
The sensitive profile had the highest anxiety. The resistant profile
had middle-level anxiety. The adaptive and insensitive profiles
had the least amount of anxiety (Table 3).

TABLE 2 | Model fit indices for one to six profile solutions of perceived stress.

Model AIC BIC ABIC Entropy LMR LR (p) VLMR (p)

1-profile 12015.895 12038.524 12025.816

2-profile 11232.247 11271.848 11249.608 0.899 0.000 0.000

3-profile 10945.377 11001.950 10970.179 0.720 0.000 0.000

4-profile 10622.749 10696.293 10654.991 0.824 0.000 0.000

5-profile 10550.852 10641.369 10590.535 0.815 0.029 0.033

6-profile 10430.187 10537.675 10477.310 0.809 0.050 0.055

AIC, Akaike information criterion; BIC, Bayesian information criterion; ABIC, Adjusted BIC; LMR LR, Lo-Mendell-Rubin likelihood ratio test; VLMR, Vuong-Lo-Mendell-Rubin test. Indices

of the best-fitting model are in boldface.
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FIGURE 1 | The four perceived stress profiles and relative size of the profiles. HEL, perceived helplessness; SEL, perceived self-efficacy. Profile indicator variables

were standardized values.

TABLE 3 | The dimensions of perceived stress, resilience, and anxiety for four perceived stress profiles.

Adaptive Resistant Insensitive Sensitive F (p) Effect size

HEL −0.608c 0.732b 1.015d 2.808a 2301.299*** 0.766

SEL 0.764c 0.076b 1.629a 0.758c 1821.654*** 0.721

Resilience 3.371a 2.721c 2.946b 2.942b 106.232*** 0.131

Anxiety 0.142c 0.565b 0.143c 0.886a 208.621*** 0.229

The dimensions of perceived stress are presented as standardized z-scores. Values with different subscripts in the same row represent significantly different values based on Tukey’s

honest significant difference (HSD) tests for HEL, SEL, resilience, and anxiety. HEL, perceived helplessness; SEL, perceived self-efficacy. ***p < 0.001.

Mediated Effects of Resilience
Three dummy variables (D1, D2, and D3) were created by using
indicator coding to represent the four stress profiles. The resistant
profile served as a reference group and was assigned a score of
“0” across all variables. The adaptive, insensitive, and sensitive
profiles were coded as “100,” “010,” and “001,” respectively.
Adding the pregnant women’s age, gestational age, number of
births, and physical disease as covariates, these dummy variables
were then entered into the SEM to test whether the differences in
anxiety between the adaptive/insensitive/sensitive and resistant
profiles were due to the differences in resilience and resilience’s
subsequent effect on anxiety. Compared with the resistant profile,
the relative direct and indirect effects for the other profiles
were calculated. The significance of each relative indirect path
was tested by using the bootstrapping method (1,000 samples).
The mediation model was fitted ideally with χ2/df = 4.16,
CFI = 0.985, TLI = 0.980, RMSEA = 0.039 [0.035, 0.042],
SRMR= 0.019.

According to Hayes and Preacher (2014), a1, a2, and a3 and
c1’, c2’, and c3’ correspond to the differences in the adaptive,
insensitive, and sensitive profiles for resilience and anxiety,
respectively, relative to the resistant profile. b quantifies the effect
of resilience on anxiety (Figure 2). The bootstrap CI indicated
a significant relative indirect effect of D1 and D2 on anxiety

via resilience (for D1, β = −0.10, E = 0.01, 99% CI [−0.13,
−0.08]; for D2, β = −0.03, E = 0.01, 99% CI [−0.05, −0.01]),
while the relative direct effect of D1 and D2 on anxiety was
significant (for D1, β =−0.32, E= 0.02, 99% CI [−0.38,−0.28];
for D2, β = −0.33, E = 0.02, 99% CI [−0.38, −0.28]). The
results suggested that compared with the resistant profile, the
adaptive profile and insensitive profile led to significantly lower
levels of anxiety via higher levels of resilience. The examination
of the proportion of relative mediation effects showed that 23.6%
(adaptive profile) and 7.3% (insensitive profile) of the relative
total effect on anxiety were mediated by resilience. Meanwhile,
the CIs spanned zero, indicating that the relative indirect effects
of D3 (the sensitive profile, relative to the resistant profile) on
anxiety via resilience were not significant. The relative direct
effect of D3 on anxiety was significant (β = 0.12, E= 0.04, 99%CI
[0.03, 0.23]).

DISCUSSION

We found that the perceived stress among pregnant women
during the COVID-19 pandemic could be classified into
four profiles: adaptive (low HEL/low SEL), resistant (high
HEL/moderate SEL), insensitive (low HEL/high SEL), and
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FIGURE 2 | Model of the mediation role of resilience in association between perceived stress profiles and anxiety. D1, D2, and D3 were dummy variables to represent

the perceived stress profiles. The resistant profile served as the reference group and were assigned a score of “0” across the three variables. The adaptive, insensitive,

and sensitive profiles were assigned with respective scores of “100,” “010,” and “001” across D1, D2, and D3. RE1-RE5 = five parcels of resilience; AN1-AN7 = seven

items of anxiety. ***p < 0.001.

sensitive (very high HEL/low SEL), which differed from one
another in terms of anxiety and resilience. The differences in the
pregnant women’s anxiety between the adaptive/insensitive and
resistant stress profiles could be explained by the former groups’
higher resilience.

The resistant stress profile occurs most frequently among
pregnant women. This finding is partly in accordance with
some previous research findings. For example, Lee et al. (2006)
reported that pregnant women in Hong Kong, China, tended
to display obvious stress responses during the 2003 SARS
outbreak period, such as overestimation of the risk of infection.
Meanwhile, they showed a coping ability by adopting behavioral
strategies to mitigate their risk. The adaptive stress profile is
similar to the “low stress” profile described by Berlin et al.
(2012) and the “ordinary” profile described by Liao et al. (2018).
Pregnant women in this group felt less distress and had a better
sense of coping even during the COVID-19 pandemic. The
opposite features existed in the insensitive and sensitive profiles.
However, the number of pregnant women in both groups was
relatively small.

In general, the pregnant women with a sensitive profile had
the highest levels of anxiety, followed by the pregnant women
with a resistant profile, an insensitive profile, and an adaptive
profile. This suggested that a higher HEL is associated with
an increased risk of anxiety. This finding is partly in line with
a previous study; that is, only HEL is related to psychiatric
symptoms between HEL and SEL for women (Martin et al.,
1995) and for men (Hewitt et al., 1992). Anxiety symptoms are
characterized precisely by excessive negative emotion according

to the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (5th
ed.; DSM-5; American Psychiatric Association, 2013). Therefore,
pregnant women may respond with anxiety symptoms to their
perception of distress. As expected, there was no association
between SEL and anxiety in this study. This is consistent with
a previous study showing that efficacy expectations (a perceived
ability to cope with the situation) did not significantly predict
anxiety (Dowd et al., 1985). One explanation for this finding
might be that the relation between coping and anxiety is
conditional. It would be affected by some moderators (Li and
Miller, 2017), which requires additional research to achieve a
better understanding.

An important finding of this research was that the effects of the
differences between adaptive/insensitive and resistant profiles on
anxiety were partially mediated by resilience. Compared with the
resistant stress profile, the adaptive and insensitive stress profile
led to significantly lower levels of anxiety via higher levels of
resilience, which is also partly consistent with past dimension-
approach research results (Anyan and Hjemdal, 2016; Ma et al.,
2019) and supported by the compensatory model of resilience
(Zimmerman et al., 1998). Compared with pregnant women in
the resistant profile, pregnant women in the adaptive profile can
better adapt to changes in the environment and their social life
and have perceptions of fewer negative affective reactions and
a high coping ability and self-efficacy. These factors may give
pregnant women the resources to cope with stressors under many
situations and develop resilience (Galatzer-Levy et al., 2013;
Sagone and Caroli, 2013; Schwarzer andWarner, 2013). Pregnant
women with an insensitive profile had lower perceptions of
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distress and coping ability, which may protect them from
consuming too many available resources to deal with negative
emotions, conducive to maintaining resiliency (Galatzer-Levy
et al., 2013). Meanwhile, based on the compensatory model of
resilience (Zimmerman et al., 1998) and empirical findings (e.g.,
Hjemdal et al., 2011), resilience can directly decrease the risk of
anxiety. Therefore, compared to the resistant profile, the higher
resilience of the adaptive profile and insensitive profile directly
predicted lower levels of anxiety.

The study found that although women with a sensitive profile
had a higher level of anxiety than women with a resistant profile,
resilience did not mediate the effect of the difference on anxiety
between the sensitive stress profile and the resistant stress profile.
One possible reason may be that the sensitive profile had a very
high HEL, which can directly lead to anxiety and need not be
mediated by resilience. A possible effect of heightened stress
sensitivity on affective disorder onset and susceptibility has been
supported by previous studies (Bale, 2006). Another possible
explanation is that there may be other mediators that explain
the differences in anxiety between the sensitive and resistant
profiles that were not considered in this study. However, this
explanation is speculative. Additional studies are needed to verify
the current findings.

To our knowledge, this is the first study to apply LPA to
identify the patterns of pregnant women’s perceived stress during
the COVID-19 pandemic and to examine the effect of resilience
on the association between the perceived stress profiles and
anxiety from a person-centered approach. However, this study
has some limitations that need to be addressed. First, this was
a cross-sectional study, and there was an absence of a pre-
pandemic control group, which prevented us from reaching any
causal conclusions about the association of perceived stress with
anxiety. Future research should conduct longitudinal studies
to identify causal relationships. Second, a self-reported data
collection method might affect the validity of the data. Future
research should combine multiple methods, such as brain
imaging and molecular biological techniques, to collect data.
Meanwhile, qualitative interviews or focused group discussions
could have added more value to the study by exploring the causes
of pregnant women’s anxiety and how they cope with it. Third,
although our study was based on two important dimensions of
perceived stress, it might not fully encompass the stress that
the pregnant women experienced. Fourth, GAD-7 was originally
designed for screening for GAD and assessing the severity of
symptoms in a clinical sample (Spitzer et al., 2006) although it has
also been confirmed or used to assess anxiety symptoms among
pregnant women (e.g., Barthel et al., 2014; Rosenthal et al., 2015).
Comparisons with previous studies should be made with caution
because different studies may assess different aspects of anxiety
and its severity.

Despite the limitations, our findings might have important
implications for medical staff to develop more effective crisis
intervention programs to alleviate pregnant women’s anxiety
during a period of crisis. Pregnant women with different
HEL/SEL patterns might have different levels of anxiety,
which suggests differentiated clinical psychological nursing and
interventions to balance the needs of all pregnant women.

We encourage future anxiety interventions of pregnant women
aimed at managing stress from a specific person-centered mode.
Pregnant women in the adaptive group have low levels of HEL
and SEL, which can help them deal with crises. For these
pregnant women, additional psychological interventions are not
needed. For pregnant women in the insensitive group, the
main goal is to increase their perceptions of coping ability, i.e.,
general self-efficacy, through health education emphasizing high
performance accomplishments, vicarious experiences, verbal
persuasion, etc. (Bandura, 1977). Pregnant women in the
resistant group and sensitive group should be the focus of
crisis intervention. The primary goal is to relieve their high
HEL, such as being instructed to use various positive emotion
regulation strategies (e.g., Garnefski et al., 2002) and through
cognitive interventions (e.g., Zemestani and Fazeli Nikoo, 2020).
Meanwhile, pregnant women with adaptive and insensitive
patterns could experience decreases in anxiety via resilience.
Thus, our results offer a reasonable basis for further developing
resilience-specific crisis interventions that would be more
targeted and thus increase their effectiveness. For example, it
could help pregnant women to develop meaningful connections
with family or friends and perceive increased social support to
improve their resilience and reduce their anxiety.
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